TABLE
OUTDOOR COLLECTION 2020
We are driven by affordable luxury as a philosophy, by choosing the right materials and solutions. We draw from a proud heritage of Danish design and craftsmanship with mass appeal. HOUE offers both an outdoor and indoor collection, always meeting our high standards in terms of design, price and quality.
HOUE Outdoor Tables are designed by Henrik Pedersen and Rooe Magdassi. In the design process there is put a lot of effort in form and shape to make tables that not only pleases the eye but also obtain optimal stability and functionality.

The collection of HOUE outdoor dining tables are made in combinations of powder coated metal or aluminum, bamboo and black granite. This creates a collection of well-designed outdoor dining tables which all perfectly complement HOUE dining chairs and enable several beautiful settings for the garden.
FOUR DINING TABLE WITH BAMBOO TOP AND BLACK POWDER COATED ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION. ALSO AVAILABLE WITH GREY CONSTRUCTION OR WITH BLACK ALUMINUM TOP. 4 SIZES: 90 / 160 / 210 / 270 CM.
FOUR BAR TABLE WITH BAMBOO OR BLACK ALUMINUM TOP. CONSTRUCTION IN BLACK POWDER COATED ALUMINUM. 2 SIZES: 90 / 160 CM. HEIGHT: 110 CM.
SKETCH DINING TABLE WITH BAMBOO TOP AND SCULPTURAL GREY POWDER COATED METAL LEG CONSTRUCTION.
2 SIZES: 160 / 220 CM.
BEAM DINING TABLE SETTING

BEAM DINING TABLE LOOKS GREAT COMBINED WITH PAON CHAIRS.
BEAM DINING TABLE WITH BAMBOO TOP AND BLACK POWDER COATED METAL CONSTRUCTION. BEAM IS FOLDABLE. SIZE: 180 X 95 CM.
EDGE TRAY TABLES EASY TO MOVE AND SUITABLE FOR BOTH INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE

AVAILABLE IN 3 SIZES Ø46, Ø62 AND Ø76 IN 4 COLOR COMBINATIONS.
DESIGNED BY ROEE MAGDASSI AND GERMAN DESIGN AWARD WINNER 2019.
INVITING DINING TABLES IN BEAUTIFUL BAMBOO
CIRCLE AND LEAF

CIRCLE DINING TABLES WITH BAMBOO TOP, POWDER COATED GREY ALUMINUM LEGS AND CENTER GRANITE STONE. 2 SIZES Ø150 / Ø110.

LEAF TRIANGULAR DINING TABLE WITH BAMBOO TOP AND POWDER COATED GREY STEEL LEG CONSTRUCTION. SIZE 146 X 146 CM.
EYELET TRAY TABLES EASY TO MOVE AND SUITABLE FOR INDOOR AND OUTDOOR USE.
3 SIZES Ø45 / Ø60 AND Ø70 CM. IN 7 DIFFERENT COLORS.
CIRCUM CAFÉ TABLE WITH BAMBOO TOP AND LEG CONSTRUCTION IN POWDER COATED BLACK STEEL TUBE. SIZE: Ø74.

FLOR CAFÉ TABLE IN POWDER COATED BLACK ALUMINUM. SIZE Ø60 OR SQUARE 60X60 CM.
Bamboo releases more oxygen than any other plant, actually 35% more than ordinary woods. This is due to the fast growth. Bamboo also recycles large amounts of CO2. Bamboo can absorb 30% CO2 and release more than 35% oxygen, so choosing bamboo as material means contributing positively to CO2 evolution.

In addition to being a very fast-growing plant, bamboo is a very strong and hard material and stronger than traditional woods. Bamboo is very stable and is affected only very little by humidity.

BAMBOO CARE The bamboo lamellas on HOUE tables are treated with a special impregnation from the factory, which is drawn into the bamboo. To keep the table nice, it is necessary to treat the bamboo lamellas on a regularly base with oil suitable for bamboo. We recommend you to, oil the table before taking it into use, and again after approx. 4 weeks, then as needed (3 – 4 times a year).